
SESSION 1



COURSE OVERVIEW
• Introductions
• Objectives
• Logistics

• Schedule
• Expectations and requirements for participants
• Contact information
• Reference materials

• Preparing to Ride
• Bike Handling Techniques
• Safe Riding in the Streets
• Other Hazards and How to Avoid Them
• Riding in Rain or Low Light Conditions
• Group Riding Techniques- next class



What This Class Does Not Cover
• Bicycle mechanics & 

maintenance
• Bike fit
• Nutrition

Objectives for this Class
• Build your individual cycling skills
• Understand how to share the road with drivers
• Understand how to ride cooperatively in a group
• Be a SAFER, more competent and confident cyclist



Expectations and Requirements
• Training rides for Course completion

– Attend the first training ride
– Do not miss more than one other training ride
– Ensure bike is in good working order (ABC Quick Check)
– Show up on time
– Put tape on front and rear of your helmet with your name
– No aero bars

• Between training rides
– Read materials
– Practice



PREPARING TO RIDE
• Being Visible
• What to Bring on a Ride
• Bicycle Preparation, Check-out



Be Visible – Focus on Being Seen
• Clothing – “dress like a road

hazard warning” (contrast, dayglo)
• Highlight your moving parts
• Ride with others

Not So
Smart

Smart



Cyclists’ Visibility on the Road



Lights, Bell and Mirror
• Lights

• Always On
• Flashing white for front
• Flashing red for rear (irregular pattern best)

• Bell or audible device (required by law)



What to Bring on a Ride
• Helmet (properly fitted)
• Appropriate clothing (layers)
• Headband/ sweat absorber
• Bike shoes 
• Protective eyewear
• Bike gloves
• Sun screen
• ID, medical and emergency 

contact info
• Cell phone

• Pump, tire levers, spare 
tubes (2), tire “boot”

• Duct tape
• Tools specific to your bike
• Water
• Snacks (100-200 calories/hr.)
• First aid kit
• Money
• Cue sheet or route download
• Bike computer/GPS device/

smartphone app



Toe Clips and Straps/”Clipless” Pedals
• Allow for high cadence and more rotational pedaling as 

opposed to up and down.
• “Clipless" means the pedals don’t use "toe clips“ (cages).
• With experience, clipless pedals are SAFER.
• Clipless pedals allow you to start pedaling more quickly.



“ABC Quick Check” Before Every Ride
• Air and tires
• Brakes
• Crankset, chain and cassette
• Quick releases
• Check bicycle



Air and Tires
• Check tire pressure.  Use a pump with a 

gauge, then press the tire with your thumb 
to learn what that feels like.

• Check tire for damage to sidewalls and 
tread (e.g., cuts).

• Check remaining tread life (some
tires).

• Check for proper seating on rim.
• Make sure valve is vertical.





Rim Brakes
• Check brakes pads for wear.
• Make sure brake quick releases are closed.
• Apply brakes and ensure bike can’t roll.
• When brakes are applied, there should be room to place 

your thumb between the brake lever and the handlebar.
• Spin wheels and make sure that brakes do not rub.
• Rim brakes: pad should contact center of rim at 90° angle.  



Disc Brakes (In addition…)
• Rotors are centered between

brake pads.
• Bolts on rotors and

calipers are snug.
• Inspect rotors for dirt and debris.  
• Occasionally inspect pads for wear

or “glazing.” Make sure cables aren’t
frayed.

• Hydraulic disc brakes: make sure
there are no leaks (dirt builds up around leaks).

• (Never squeeze brake levers when wheel is removed.)



Crankset, Chain and Cassette
• Inspect for loose crank bolts, proper 

lubrication.
• Rotate crank backward and inspect 

for bent chainrings, broken, bent or 
worn teeth in chain ring or cogs.

• Does chain hop or squeak?
• Chain stretch?
• Firmly grab crank arms and try to wiggle them

from side to side. There should be no play. 
• With pedals at 3 and 9 o’clock, press down on

both pedals, then pull up.  Arms shouldn’t move 
independently.



Quick Releases
• Tighten thumb nut until you feel resistance 

at halfway point as you flip lever from open 
to closed.  Then squeeze lever closed.

• Front QR lever should point up and toward 
rear of bike.

• Rear QR lever should point up and inside.*
• Make sure seat post QR is tight.
• Make sure brake QRs are closed.



*If frame allows.



Check Bicycle
• Ride bike, listen for any rubbing, grinding or

clicking noises
• Check operation of brakes and shifters/gears
• Inspect for broken or loose parts
• Squeeze brakes, rock bike.  There should be no play in 

headset.
• Drop test



BIKE HANDLING TECHNIQUES
• Starting and stopping
• Braking
• Gearing and shifting
• Anticipating gear changes
• Climbing and descending 



Starting - Power Start
• Stand over the bicycle ahead of the seat. Turn handlebar 

to away from starting foot.
• Chain on a middle cog.
• With one pedal in 5-6 o'clock position,

clip foot to that pedal or insert into cage.
• Lift pedal forward to 2 o-clock position.
• To move forward, stand on raised foot

to drive pedal downward, ease yourself
onto the saddle.

• As soon as you are moving and stable, clip in other foot, or 
(for cage and strap pedals) insert foot, tighten toe strap.

• Start pedaling, staying in a straight line. 



Braking – Slowing or Stopping
• Practice braking – know how quickly you can stop.
• Anticipate the need to brake. Signal, shift gears before braking.
• Brake before turning, ease up on brakes during a turn.
• Braking throws weight to front.

Slide backward, keeping your weight on
the seat, to compensate. Never stand.

• Apply both brakes simultaneously, slightly
more pressure front brake.

• Apply smooth, moderate pressure.  Don’t 
“jam on” the brakes.

• Right-hand lever for rear brake,
left-hand for front.



Coming to a Stop/Dismounting
• Shift onto one of the middle rear cogs.
• Stop pedaling, coast to slow your speed.
• Brake as needed.
• Rotate the pedals to the 6 and 12 o’clock

positions. 
• Step on the 6 o’clock down pedal to get

off the seat.
• Release the other foot (if using

“clipless” pedals) in advance of stopping.
• Slide off the seat straddling the bicycle and place one foot on 

the ground as you come to a stop (long stops-both feet).



Standing While Riding
• (Not for beginners.)
• Standing takes your weight off the seat.
• The bike and your legs can act as

shock absorbers (for example, when 
going over a small bump).

• Standing while coasting allows you to 
momentarily pull the front of the bike
up to help go over bumps.

• Standing while coasting allows you to 
stretch your legs.



Using the Drops (if you have them)
• Riding with hands on the drop portion of handlebars 

(rather than on brake hoods or top of bar) makes you 
more aerodynamic.

• Riding “in the drops” can make descending safer (not 
recommended for beginners). 

• Dropped hand position enables you to apply more braking 
power.



Gearing and Shifting
• HIGH = Harder
• LOW = Easier (think “Lazier”)
• LeFt shifter = Front = chain rings = BIG changes
• Right shifter = Rear = cogs = LITTLE changes
• Going from small to large = pushing the chain up
• Going from large to small = letting the chain down

Lets
chain 
down.

Pushes
chain
up.



Your Gears Overlap
• Shift of a front chain rings ≈ 3-5 gear shift of cassette.
• Shifting chainrings, you might have to shift cogs as well 

to get right combination.
• Shifting into big chain ring when approaching the smallest 

cogs, and vice-versa, provides most efficient movement.

The further away the chain is from the 
bike, the HIGHER the gear.

Bike Frame



Avoid “Cross-Chaining”
• Wastes energy
• Wears out chain, which wears out 

chain rings and cogs ($$)
• Rubbing or grinding noises when you 

cross-chain.
• When shifting from small cogs to 

larger cogs while in large chain ring, 
you may be able to “trim” 
(intermediate click) front derailleur to 
avoid chain rubbing.



Pedaling, Cadence and Shifting
• Try to pedal continuously. Vary the 
pressure as needed. Use less pressure
to “rest.”

• Use a gear that allows you to pedal at
85-95 RPM while on flat/rolling terrain.

• Too low a cadence can hurt knees; too 
high wastes energy.

• Shift gears to maintain cadence.
• Ease pressure on pedals just before shifting.
• For normal riding, upper body should be still and 
relaxed. It should not rock or move up and down.  

• Don’t just push down. Visualize turning a crank.



Shifting for Hills, Climbing
• Approach the hill at 85-95 RPM per

minute while on flat or rolling terrain. 
• Shift to lower gear (small chain ring,

but perhaps shift rear 2-3 smaller
cogs first). 

• Continue shifting to succeeding 
larger rear cogs as necessary.

• If your cadence drops, use your arms to rock the bike side 
to side while keeping your upper body still.

• After reaching your lowest gear (largest rear cog and 
smallest front gear) it may be necessary to stand up 
(advanced riders only).

• Maintain a straight line, don’t weave as you climb the hill.



Descending
• Use large chainring and smaller rear 

cogs. Select a gear combo consistent
with desired speed, cadence.

• Avoid higher speeds if it impacts safe
handling of your bicycle.  Consider road
traffic, and other riders.

• For long descents, brake frequently to
keep your speed in check. “Pump” the
brakes.  Don't let our speed increase beyond your comfort 
level.  Sit upright to help slow down.

• Hands on the drops with fingers at the end of the levers 
will get less tired.



SAFE RIDING IN THE STREETS
• Scanning and signaling
• Traffic principles
• Handling traffic and intersections
• Safety strategy



Accidents – What Causes Them?

Falls
50%

Bike/Bike
17%

Bike/Dog
8%
Other
8%

Car/Bike
17%

Crashes

The overwhelming majority of 
crashes involved in cycling –
especially related to motorists –
are well within the ability of 
cyclists to avoid.



Motor Vehicle- Bicycle Crashes

Cyclist-wrong way 
facing traffic

14%

Cyclist-left turn 
from right side of 

road
11%

Cyclist-failure to 
yield from 
driveway

9%

Cyclist-running 
stop sign or signal

8%
Cyclist-serving 
in front of car

5%

Driver-left turn in 
front of cyclist

13%

Driver-right turn in 
front of cyclist

11%

Driver-running 
stop sign or signal

8%

Driver-"dooring" 
cyclist

7%

Driver-failure to 
yield from 
driveway

6%
Driver-didn't see 

cyclist
3%

Undetermined
5%



Cycling is a High Skill Sport
• Cycling is every bit as demanding as sports such as 

skiing or diving – treat it as such.
• Less skilled and attentive cyclists make up a 

disproportionately large percentage of crashes 
• Your chief protection against becoming a statistic is 

increasing your cycling skill level.



Effective Cycling = Act Like a Driver
• In New Jersey, a bicyclist must obey all state and local 

automobile driving laws.
• 39:4-14.1 Rights and Duties of Persons on Bicycles: “Every person riding a 

bicycle on a roadway is granted all the rights and subject to all of the duties 
of the motor vehicle driver.” 

• 100% of your attention
• NO headphones, earbuds 
• NO texting or using cell phone
• NO alcohol

“Cyclists fare best when
they act and are treated
as drivers of vehicles.”
– John Forrester



NJ Motor Vehicle Regs:  Ride to the Right
39:4-14.2. Keeping to right; exceptions; single file
Every person operating a bicycle upon a roadway shall ride
as near to the right side of the roadway as practicable, exer-
cising due care when passing a standing vehicle or one pro-
ceeding in the same direction; provided, however, that any per-
son may move to the left under any of the following situations:
(a) to make a left turn from a left-turn lane or pocket;
(b) to avoid debris, drains or other hazardous conditions that

make it impracticable to ride at the right side of the roadway;
(c) to pass a slower moving vehicle;
(d) to occupy any available lane when traveling at the same speed as other traffic;
(e) to travel no more than two abreast when traffic is not impeded.
Persons riding bicycles upon a roadway…shall ride in single file except on paths or 
parts of roadways set aside for the exclusive use of bicycles.



Principles of Traffic Law
• Vehicles have a right to the space they are occupying 

on the road, and a reasonable clearance zone around 
it. Drivers must yield before moving into space 
occupied by vehicles that are there first.

• Yield when changing lanes
• Slower vehicles ride to the right, unless overtaking 

another slower vehicle.



Ride in the Same Direction as Traffic



Scanning
• Continuously glance around for 

potential hazards
• Understand and determine the 

flow of traffic
• Be aware of positions of
• other riders
• Practice looking over your 

shoulder without veering
• Always scan before lane 

changing or turning
• Make sure you see drivers’

eyes



Hand Signals Are Required to Signal 
Motorists as Well as Other Cyclists 
• Not everybody can hear you
• Make sure it’s safe to remove one hand from the bars

Who can see the
hand signal?



Move Into Lane Early to Avoid Hazards

More 
predictable to 
motorists and 
other cyclists.

Make sure you 
have space; 
otherwise 
stop.
SIGNAL.



Don’t 
Swing 
Wide

Position in Lane to Avoid Hazards

Follow a Line 
Outside of 
Hazards



Avoid the Door Zone – Take the Lane
Take the lane if the lane is too narrow for a bicycle and a 
vehicle to travel safely side by side.



Handling Intersections 
• Choose the rightmost lane that 

leads in your intended direction.
• PLAN ahead.
• SCAN back to ensure you are clear.
• SIGNAL your direction change –

before.
• Act carefully, smoothly and 

deliberately.  
• NEGOTIATE as necessary.
• Never move in front of another 

vehicle so close as to constitute a 
hazard. 



Lane Position – Straight and Right Turns



Lane Position  - One-Way Street



• Bicycle going straight has right of 
way over vehicle turning right

• At intersections, avoid passing 
vehicles on the right.

• Take the lane behind a vehicle 
through the intersection

Turning Vehicles at Bike Lanes

NO

YES



Lane Position – Left Turns



Left Turn Across Multiple Lanes



Avoiding Road Rage
• Don’t surprise drivers

• Be visible
• Be predictable

• Follow traffic laws
• Don’t block or swarm 
around vehicles

• Be alert to avoid 
“situations”

• Be assertive, don’t 
confuse drivers

• Be courteous



Dealing with Road Rage (Drivers’ 
and Your Own)
• Let it go.  Take a deep breath, be thankful no one 
has been hurt, move on physically and mentally.

• When people are threatened or confronted, they 
react with anger.

• Try “creative retribution.”  Smile, wave, “Hang 
Loose.” 



AVOIDING SURFACE HAZARDS



Surface Hazards
• Potholes
• Debris on road
• Cracks, edges
• Sewer grates
• Bridge expansion joints
• Railroad tracks

Stop, dismount.



Cross Railroad Tracks at Right Angle



Enter Driveways with Lips at Sharp 
Angle
• Make sure there is no traffic 
before making this maneuver.

• Drivers don’t expect this.



Cross Bridge Expansion Joints at 
an Angle or Walk Your Bike



Unpredictable Animals, Kids, Adults



Wet Surface Hazards
• Metal (plates, manhole covers)
• Bridge decking
• Puddles
• Leaves
• Street markings/painted lines
• Slick surfaces



Riding in Rain Requires Extra Caution 
• Visibility—yours and drivers’—

impaired
• Brakes don’t stop as fast/bigger 

chance of skidding
• Lower air pressure in tires a little.
• Pedal while lightly braking to 

clean rims before heavy braking.
• “Pump” your brakes.
• Steer, don’t lean. Take

corners slowly.
• Brake before the turn.
• Don’t bomb through

puddles.



Riding in Low Light Conditions 
Requires Extra Caution 
• You will not see as well
• Drivers won’t see you as well
• Headlight and red taillight (required by 
law); red reflector

• Wear highly visible clothing
• Don’t ride faster than your field of 
illumination. 



In the Event of a Crash…
• If the mechanism of injury could lead to a fracture, treat as 

such – DON’T MOVE RIDER
• Call 911 - provide location (Google Maps on your phone 

will give you an address you’re near), nature of call 
(“medical assistance needed”), what happened and time 
frame, phone number

• Don’t take helmet off
• No food or drink
• Other cyclists 

direct traffic



In the Event of a Crash with a Vehicle…
• Capture (take a picture)/write down vehicle license plates 

IMMEDIATELY if possible. 
• Take a picture of the scene.
• Call the police and insist upon a police report.



Your Safety Strategy
1. Passive Protection for Injury Prevention & Reduction
2. Control Your Bike - prevent falls & crashes w/ non-motorists

• be alert; don’t distract yourself
• identify and avoid surface hazards

3. Follow Traffic Rules
• use traffic skills even on bike path

4. Ride Visibly, Predictably & Communicate.
5. Avoid Hazards – including drivers’ mistakes



Credits
• League of American Bicyclists
• Rich Conroy, LCI Coach, Director of Education, Bike New 

York
• BTCNJ: John Daugherty, Dave Pawlyk, Joanie Brickman, 

Don Schlenger, Nate Morgenstern
• Glenn Page, LCI #3124, Cynergy Cycling Club
• Don Schlenger, Bicycle Touring Club of North Jersey
• Cyndi Steiner, LCI # 2768, NJ Bike & Walk Coalition
• New York Cycle Club SIG Program


